In reference to my previous proper concerns conveyed by email to your email address those were about the meanness of the Safeway employees encountered and then the issue of non availability of the WIFI Hotspot reliably which was corrected while the issue of the evacuation necessity of anyone using the WIFI hotspot at night at precisely midnight to be exact has not been examined for continuity and inconvenience or nuisance causing since the night time is when it is easy for any white male over fifty five in virtually any county and city under adverse conditions of living to literally disappear when anyone launches a assault of character disruption by calling the police to raise cane.

My civil rights were expressly and then deliberately violated by a security guard at Safeway whose next efforts were to be to call police to tidy up any inconvenience in the story he might be expected to tell in any court room setting seeking a proper redressing of the legal issue of how his misconduct presented and then caused personal injury by deliberate acts of his own conduct in relief a religious concept too of his own choosing which involves verbally dressing down anyone who crosses or does not perform to his expectations about their expected behavior.

This incident of urgent inquiry into the nature of the roles of security guards at Safeway occurred this evening September 13, 2014, a Saturday, by about seven o’clock in the evening or just after I discovered the better choice warm soups were removed making a warm soup meal out of the question for the evening when the security guard by first positioning himself so as to obstruct my presumed right of way or sufficiently present an obstacle of inconvenience in my courtesy of right of way into a eating area after I had obtained a hot beverage from the Starbucks barista instead and was en route to the eating area just to the right of that kiosk did in fact obstruct my rights willfully and without thinking through his demeanor or how his conduct too was about confronting anyone he decides to confront even at the moment or as the occasion of opportunity is presented or by predesign. My safe passage to the seating area was sufficiently an obstacle for me while the security guard was standing at the right side of the delivery tap of the kiosk engaging and also distracting the Starbucks barista in this case in conversation I did not attempt to hear or could have. Tired and having to navigate with a carry duffle bag on wheels and a computer bag over my right shoulder and now holding a hot beverage I could be caused to spill and then scald myself I glanced at the security guard much younger than my 61 years of age and he then moved while I said nothing. After repositioning himself further out from the kiosk and facing away from me and the kiosk as I began to move readily into the seating area he then began to berate me for not behaving respectfully which he
characterized for me without my request and in a manner that deserves a response from Safeway about his manner of presuming he was to conduct a operation of now instructing me on how to be who I was as a man and then as a Safeway customer of habit. I am preparing this statement of facts and concern from now a nearby Starbucks in steady form to be complete before I am outside after closing hours and unprotected by any surrounding structures of refuge after his pursuit of denying my seating at the Safeway was presumed to be by his own case study followed up with a call to police or the outside encampment of soldiers guarding the entire surrounding retail space placing me in danger immediately for nothing I did wrong.

By this statement you should be aware the Safeway security guard obstructed my right to shop at Safeway for the evening of Saturday September 13, 2014 and I was not completely sure I was not going to required further food purchases for the night and now can not and I am not sure he will now in effect attempt to keep me from shopping there permanently in his show of force but in his easy reach to other security forces and the police department of the City of Alameda noting I have done nothing to warrant this containment on my civil liberties. I am not sure how well he coordinates the management there since he appears to be the management there. The security forces outside who are like him in their demeanor or policy attentiveness to policing everyone's policy of attendance there while unarmed seem to command the police too who are armed and use enormous manpower to target just one person and may do so just for the fun of it or because a Safeway security guard has worked out a formula for how to target and remove males not like him which may in fact be a group mind there at Safeway I encountered before and reported about too which is either first and foremost what tonight's ordeal for me was all about while for him engaging his customary religious concepts for everyone to then assault my own religious beliefs or how I conduct myself at age 61 with insubordinate younger men in need of a better father figure than the county or the city has provided to him if he grew up in Alameda County.

The measure and then escalation of the measures of my concern began to immediately arise as I surmised his wayward concept of his management style for the Safeway was to be a icon of policing everyone and then directing the flow of everyone and then also personally attending to any incident even those he creates or observes by immediately offensively or provocatively verbally dressing down other people if he does not like how they behave. One can be polite and still in effect be assaulting the character of another. I did observe one incident before within the last ten day when a man who might have been my race just for a correlation issue of reserve tried to and then successfully entered the barriered doors about the time the fort barrier was erected for the night by locking those second but more conveniently access entrance doors since the outside eating tables are also adjacent. In that incident this same security guard was observed verbally dressing down the other male individual who did not quite grasp why or that the fort gates for that side of the Safeway fort were being secured for the night watch. I have seen many cases of perplexed customers at the encounter of the doors being locked and then the hand written signs to go to the other entrance. As a statement of fact the security guard thought it was his right to have me leave and threatened me if I did not while he instigated the entire affair by presuming he could interfere in my civil liberties and then presume any level of free speech I chose to respond to his lack of respecting my rights would also be subjected to his chosen ministry of conduct which is from my surmising his choice of approach a
congregation of docile people hearing him rant and rave about God and obedience behind a podium as their minister or perhaps stoke the congregation to batter anyone he thought was not living up to his behavior model. I do have religious beliefs and freedoms and then rights warding me from being religiously persecuted too.

As as statement of fact for the record I am aware there might be more to this and request that a routine analysis of record keeping for the store front operations be gathered and then be routinely examined for pursuant detail about my gradual appearance and then ongoing frequenting of the facility for the purpose of purchasing primarily food for subsistence and then as I became eligible for the County of Alameda State of California regulatory body of law premised cash aid services which also pertains to access to readily available services in surrounding areas to avoid any problematic issues of starving or not being able to obtain proper nutrition at the hour needed for the circumstances which in my personal physical condition index well documented in specific ways through a online civil lawsuit development website for other civil rights issues and remedies being sought in other matters could be any hour of the night and until housing is secured to make my use of Safeway more like equal opportunity to reach equal opportunity too I am until instead forced to manage staying out doors. You do have some good warm soups but a unrealistic concept of when warm soups should be packed up for the evening if still in sufficient quantity to be of service for anyone hungry for soup and able to spend the cash for it since it can not be purchased with Food Stamps when one is homeless and can not heat up soup standing around.

Any issues of my ordering of facts or corrections to how the facts are presented accurately will be addressed by a annotation of this version stored online in my legal repository.

I declare under the laws of the United States of American that all statements are true and as accurately true as they have been presented in the best of my ability subjected to duress and stressed by my personal ordeal already now made worse by this security guard.

Michael L. Urquhart
michaellurquhart.wordpress.com